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FreeBSD is one of the oldest and most featureful open-source Unix-like operating systems.
FreeBSD Mastery: Storage Essentials takes you on a deep dive into FreeBSDâ€™s disk
management systems.Youâ€™ll learn about:* identifying your storage hardware* the Common
Access Method* GEOMâ€“FreeBSDâ€™s powerful and flexible stackable storage system* GUID
Partition Tables, the modern disk partitioning standard* MBR/disklabel partitioning, used by older
and embedded systems* avoiding common partitioning errors* aligning partitions to the physical
disk, for peak performance* the high-performance Unix File System* tuning UFS to fit your
environment and load* Two ways to journal filesystems, and when to use each* The GELI and
GBDE disk encryption systems, and when to use each* Software-based disk mirroring, striping,
RAID-5 and RAID-10.* Custom FreeBSD installsAnd more!Donâ€™t just configure your storage.
Understand it. Get FreeBSD Mastery: Storage Essentials today!
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FreeBSD and OpenBSD are two of the best-documented operating systems available and one
could argue that Michael W. Lucas' works only point out the flaws in the official documentation but
this is far from the case. Unix operating systems are documented with built-in manuals as in 'man
ifconfig' and supplementary documentation such as the FreeBSD Handbook and Wiki, or the
OpenBSD FAQ. These are rich, accurate and mostly up-to-date sources of the facts surrounding
each operating system but they rarely provide the all-important *why* behind the myriad of
configuration options. Fortunately, this is where Lucas shines as he brings is decades of real-world
experience to an ever-increasing number of bite-sized topics.With this addition to his Master series,
Lucas takes on FreeBSD storage - a perfectly boring topic where, like the 'sudo' command in his
sudo Mastery, you are probably doing it wrong and have for some time. Perhaps you use 'sudo'
adequately, but definitely not to its full potential or with a full understanding of *why* you are doing
something any given way. FreeBSD Mastery: Storage Essentials covers just about every
storage-related you will ever encounter on FreeBSD short of specialty filesystems and ZFS, both of
which he tactfully suggests he will address in additional books. (Hopefully followed by back-up
strategies!) Lucas covers disk partitioning, encryption and RAID plus everything that gets you to
these key points that requite careful decision making. As as bonus he has what just might be the
only chapter on S.M.A.R.T. disk monitoring available anywhere plus his strategies for scripting
FreeBSD installs from a blank disk on up.

(Disclaimer: I received a free copy of this book for review. Disclaimer to the disclaimer: I would
gladly have paid for it anyway.)If, like me, you administer FreeBSD systems, you know that (like
Linux) there is an embarrassment of riches when it comes to filesystems. GEOM, UFS, soft
updates, encryption, disklabels -- there is a lot going on here. And if, like me, you're coming from the
Linux world your experience won't be directly applicable, and you'll be scaling Mount Learning
Curve. Even if you are familiar with the BSDs, there is a lot to take in. Where do you start?You start
here, with Michael W. Lucas' latest book, "FreeBSD Mastery: Storage Essentials". You've heard his
name before; he's written "Sudo Mastery" (which I reviewed previously), along with books on
PGP/GnuPGP, Cisco Routers and OpenBSD. This book clocks in at 204 pages of goodness, and
it's an excellent introduction to managing storage on FreeBSD. From filesystem choice to partition
layout to disk encryption, with sidelong glances at ZFS along the way, he does his usual excellent
job of laying out the details you need to know without ever veering into dry or boring.Do you need to
know about GEOM? It's in here: Lucas takes your from "What is GEOM, anyway?" (answer:
FreeBSD's system of layers for filesytem management) through "How do I set up RAID 10?"

through "Here's how to configure things to solve that weird edge-case." Still trying to figure out GUID
partitions? I sure as hell was...and then I read Chapter Two. Do you remember disklabels fondly,
and wonder whatever happened to them? They're still around, but mainly on embedded systems
that still use MBR partitions -- so grab this book if you need to deal with them.
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